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History of
the James Currey Society
T

he James Currey Society is a nonprofit
organization in coorperation with the African
Studies Centre, University of Oxford. The
Society is focused on studying the works
done by British publisher, James Currey,
making his contributions to African and
Caribbean literature and publishing known
globally. The Society achieves this through
workshops, conferences, institution of prizes
and residencies.

James Currey was instrumental, through his
works in publishing, for the global recognition
of African literature and African writers. In his
time working on the African Writers’ Series
from 1967, James Currey brought pioneer
works of African literature to the attention of
the British public and the rest of the world. In
the Caribbean also, he achieved great success in
bringing Caribbean literature to the attention
of a global audience.

At the James Currey Society, we recognize the
importance of institutions to the sustenance of
culture and artistic expressions, and with our
workshops, conferences, prizes and
residencies, we intend to foster understanding
across cultures by providing a common ground
for aspiring and established publishers to come
together with writers and other
creatives within the publishing
industry.

In the time when James Currey worked as a
publisher specializing on African writing, he
published more books on the history of Africa
than existed when he read history at Oxford.
This has earned him recognition by the African
Studies Association of both Canada and the US.
He is a vice-president of the Royal African
Society and has been seconded on the
publishing specialist to the
Council of the African
Studies Association of the
United Kingdom.
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Note from the
Founder & Director
James Currey: A Flashback, Now and Hereafter

O

n Friday, the 18th of February, 2022, I signed an
MOU with the University of Oxford Language
Centre, to fund and facilitate the first ever Igbo
Language class (which will continue for awhile), at
the University - the number one university in the
world, established in 1096; that is, 926 years ago. I
made history.
Surprisingly, attention was on the first tutor and not
the initiator and funder; more so, people didn’t care
to know what James Currey Society stands for. Who
is James Currey? Why would an African found an
organization and name it after someone who does not
bear an ‘African’ name? One more reason, this piece
is important so I do not allow the media control my
narrative. Point of correction: Onyeka Nwelue
started the first ever Igbo language class at the
University of Oxford. No credit should be
apportioned elsewhere, because it is the reason why I
started it in the first place.
Founding the James Currey Society, and situating it
in a city as expensive as Oxford is for a threefold
reason. Firstly, to honour James Currey, the eminent

African Studies publisher. To develop African
politics, studies, cultures and languages. And to
create projects that will keep the legacy of James
Currey alive.
Let’s look at the James Currey Prize for African
Literature. The inaugural edition was won by Ani
Kayode-Somtochukwu. We are honored, to have
received a plethora of entries in 2021. The strength
of the longlist is testament to the importance of this
prize for our furtherance and future development of
African literature. From the incredible body of
literature that we received, our revered judges chose
five exceptional works of literary art. All five
shortlisted authors deserve every success
to follow.

It's no cinch to take up the gauntlet, to speak of
a personage whose reach means the entire
topography of African literary dissemination, a
promoter extraordinaire, with undoubtable
supra-distinction in hoisting the variegated flag
of the African literary Renaissance.

contd.
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Note from the Founder & Director
James Currey was once described by Emmanuel
Ngara, as the 'Godfather of African Literature,'
and later, the epithet was taken up by many
others. But I choose to call him a proleptic
groundbreaker because James Currey is a man
whose prescient doggedness, augmented the
catalysis of kaleidoscopic voices, which
reconstructed the cognitive, pedagogic and
cultural paradigm, of a then beleaguered African
continent, only just emerging from a colonial
world.
According to Achebe, at the University of
Guelph in 1989, two landmark events injected
transformative value into the evolution of African
literature in 1962: the Makerere Conference for
the post-colonial Africa literary pantheon, and
the momentous debut of the African Writers
Series. Currey brought to African literature an
exposure that accentuated the heterogeneity of
African literature, and the emergent contours of
its generative character, from The New African
in Cape Town to African Literature Today, and
more. No doubt, Mbari watered the ground, and
Heinemann flowed in with strength behind. But
it was James Currey who unbolted the floodgates
and then with pure determination, kept it open,
even when, as Michael Crowder couched it,
there was an African Book Famine.

Despite the Apartheid regime in South Africa,
the economic bust that followed the Nigerian Oil
Boom, the closure of the Nigerian foreign
exchange, the slump of the Black Gold in Kenya
in the 80s, and all the turmoil of the age, of an
Africa freeing itself from shackles, Currey
crusaded on the expansion of English interest in
Africa, for more literature of, and for, the African
continent—an act that in itself was a sheer
negation of what almost everyone else did. By the
last quarter of the twentieth century, the African
Writers Series and African Literature Today,
among other such initiatives—thanks to
Currey—had secured African literature its
rightful place in the halls of the Academe, among
pococurante and rapt readers, in both Africa and
the rest of the world, and as an ineradicable
cultural paradigm. I believe, therefore, that it is
only proper to add to his many descriptions, this:
the Man who supplanted the African Book
Famine, with the African Book Spring.
The continual catalysis of contemporary African
literature is a moral injunction that all Africans,
Africanists, and indeed the world, should heed,
in perpetuity. Africa’s fount of variegated
literature is still underutilized, especially
contemporary African literature.

contd.
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Note from the Founder & Director
There are emerging African voices, exceptional
ones—within and beyond the continent—keening
to be heard and to narrate our untold African
stories. There is, therefore, an undeniable
injunction to be extracted from the progenitorial
institution of the Publishing of African literature,
to which we owe profound gratitude, to James
Currey, and for which we must now take over the
mantle, to ensure that this moment . . . and its
momentum, do not flounder.

In all the years to follow, under the auspices of
the James Currey Prize, we will honour culture
and especially honour Mr. James Currey.

The pivot for the James Currey Prize for African
Literature, that we instituted in 2020, for the
first unpublished full-length work of fiction,
intends to perpetuate the value of the African
Writers Series and other such initiatives in
contemporary African literature exposure, and
distribution. The task at hand is one that we
hope to realize through our UK and US based,
Abibiman Publishing: there are wider audiences
to serve, more African voices, and voices
concerned with Africa to hear, more
unpublished materials to hereafter
spread, especially for, and
within, the African
continent.

Onyeka Nwelue Founder/Director, James
Currey Society
&
Academic Visitor, African Studies Centre,
University of Oxford

We have a lot to do!
Daalu,
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Note from James Currey
I

have been modestly amazed by the attention paid to my role in the historic success of the
African Writers Series. We moved James Currrey Publishers to Oxford in 1996. From that
time I have been a regular attender at the African studies seminar at St Antony’s. It was a
marvellous place to meet academics and writers on their ways between Africa and America. I
have missed it these two Covid years.
I have been stimulated by the James Currey Society workshops for first four weeks of this term.
I have had many messages about the evening meeting on Monday 14 February from friends
who have watched it on line. Zoom has given African Studies a new dimension.
All congratulations to Onyeka Nwelue and his colleagues for a great start to the year.
Professor James Currey, Fellow of University of Oxford.

Note from African Studies Centre
T

he African Studies Centre at the University of Oxford has been delighted to partner with the
James Currey Society in its efforts to celebrate and promote African literature. The award of
the James Currey prize, the appointment of the James Currey Fellow Stephen Embleton, and
the African writing workshop, which we were proud to host here at the ASC in Jan-Feb 2022,
have all highlighted the central role of African literature in advancing understanding of African
history and society, and the amazing richness of African fiction in the twenty-first century. It
has also rightly recognized the central role of James Currey in advancing the cause of African
publishing across the continent and the world. We were honored to co-host with the James
Currey Society a special event on 14 February 2022, at which both James Currey and Stephen
Embleton addressed the past, present and future of African writing.
Professor Miles Larmer, Director, African Studies Centre, University of Oxford.
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Note from
Stephen Embleton

Dear Onyeka,

I wanted to write a letter of thanks, which I hope to
fully encapsulate “on paper”, to the person I am
grateful for in initiating a great shift that will resonate
for ages to come. This shift is both personal to me and
the greater literary scene.
Though a lot of the work was centered around the last
thirty days, it continues with many more events,
moments and activities around the corner – from
Oxford and beyond with the James Currey Society,
Abibiman Publishing and the AWS.
From the “excitement” at the airport, right up until
Monday evening of Valentine’s Day (a most special
day considering I was not sure if Riley would be with
me on that significant day), it has been a great
adventure which I have taken one day at a time,
enjoying everything.
It is no small thing for me to come to this land, where
my family was rooted in ages before, and to be here
under such auspicious circumstances. With my
mother and her mother being educators – both
teachers and then principals of their schools – it
meant a lot, in every realm, for me to stand
in the University of Oxford to pass on
my knowledge to those eager to
listen in this great establishment.

17 February 2022, London
This establishment will forever hold your indelible
mark on it, your flair and your passion for African
literature. To be part of that history with you, in any
way, is a blessing. For you to look at my work, my
skills and my character, and deem it of a class to
represent the James Currey Society and the University
of Oxford, is most gratifying.
Thank you for having me run the James Currey
Writing and Publishing Workshop – something I
never imagined I would do, let alone think I had
knowledge worth sharing. You identified the most
diverse participants from all over the globe, which
made the workshop experience dynamic and
interesting, not only for those participants, but for me
in increasing my knowledge from them! Those
discussions are having ripple effect as we speak.
Thank you for the work, the passion and the vision
that you put into the James Currey Prize, the James
Currey Society and the evening event you superbly
opened and chaired with James.
Most of all, for your support for African
literature across all genres. The magic
continues.
Yours sincerely, Stephen
Stephen Embleton,
2022 James Currey Society Fellow
at the University of Oxford
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Notes From
The President
Dear Readers
It was with great pleasure and enthusiasm that I took
over the presidency of the James Currey Society
(JCS) as its founding President. The society which
was founded in 2021 to honor the great James
Currey for his tremendous role in African literature
has brought together a group of elite writers and
stakeholders from all over the globe.
Setting up a professional Society is far from easy.
Having just concluded the James Currey Writing and
Literary Workshop, I think it is worth taking a
minute to appreciate the people who have played
major roles in the success of the JCS so far. I would
like to first thank Dr Onyeka Nwelue, our founder
and Director who had not only the original vision for
the JCS but also the wherewithal to bring it to life. He
played a major role in drawing up the JSC masterplan,
setting its objectives, and undertook the necessary
work to secure the JCS as a registered society.
Onyeka has also been the major drive behind the
planning and delivery of all JCS programs, he
tirelessly finds and delivers administrative support
for the JCS, sometimes undertaking parts of this
day-to-day burden when things get tough. Also,
through his professional connection he brokered a

meeting with the leadership of the African Studies
Department of the University of Oxford and initiated
what has turned out to be a long-lasting, close,
professional partnership for us with the college. The
partnership we maintain with the University of
Oxford is vitally important to us and helps define our
positioning both professionally and otherwise.
Ultimately, it is this close partnership that accords
the JCS a platform to organize our literary events
and invite scholars and stakeholders from all over
the globe.
I also want to sincerely thank our inaugural James
Currey Fellow, Stephen Embleton, who flew in all
the way from South Africa. Stephen has been actively
dedicated and tremendously resourceful. He
facilitated the just concluded James Currey Society
Writing and Publishing workshop as well as the
African Writers Series event which held at the
Investcorp Lecture Theatre of St Anthony’s College,
University of Oxford. Incoming feedback for these
events confirms that it was timely and well
appreciated. As would be the process, after his
fellowship, Stephen would take up leadership and
management positions for the society.

contd.
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Note from the Founder & Director
On top of that, I would like to thank Prof. Miles
Larmer whose audience, leadership, and support has
been second to none. As the director of the African
Studies Centre of the University of Oxford, Prof.
Miles has been pivotal in bringing the society to
where it is today.
I think it is unreasonable to suggest that the JCS sits
in a position in the literary world where select writers
and creatives come to compete in some sort of
literary showcase. Conversely, we need to help
remove the obstacles in access for writers and
creatives alike to reach the global audience with their
talents and skills. I therefore suggest that we seek
and select representatives from several different
countries who will work with our JCS team to ensure
improved representation and access to our events,
workshops, and festivals.
The plans for JCS Literary Festival 2022 are
currently underway and I am proud to announce that
we are part of the planning committee for the 2022
FT Oxford Literary Festival scheduled to take place
in March 2022. We are working to give everyone a
unique experience of the beauty of African
Literature.
As the president of the JCS, it is my ambition
to develop the society as best we can.
I have been able to gather a lot of
experience working closely with

other members and stakeholders and I am proud of
all our achievements thus far. I encourage everyone
to do even more. We have a lot to accomplish
individually and collectively if we keep the JCS in a
healthy condition and move with the times to
continually secure our position as a foremost literary
society within our complicated multidisciplinary
professional and creative environment.
I am hoping to find opportunities to increase our
membership base and extend our roles and position
within the literary environment. To achieve these, I
am going to need a lot of help and support from our
growing membership base in finding dedicated,
enterprising, and motivated individuals who want to
join us in moving the JCS to the next level.
Finally, I would like to immensely thank all JCS
members and well-wishers from far and near who
have contributed in different ways to ensure the
success of the recently concluded workshop.
This newsletter will be our way of keeping in touch.
We listen to feedbacks from our members and the
public and I encourage you to share your inputs and
ideas. Please don’t hesitate to get involved.

Yours Sincerely,
Samson Onwe.
President, James Currey Society.
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Sound Bites
The James Currey Writing and Publishing
workshop has helped me learn a new art of
storytelling using deep African rooted writing
methodologies as taught by Stephen Embleton.
His teaching methods are practical and easy to
apply. The learnings will be with me for a very
long time. I can’t thank Onyeka Nwelue
enough for opening this world of possibilities
to young Africans.
David Lanre Messan

The workshop assumed a life of its own on the
last day. As the first workshop of the Society,
it did well. I like it that it concentrated on the
AWS, and that James Currey was there in
person to give us insightful bits and clarity
from a personal perspective. Stephen
conducted himself well, although it’s evident
that he’s not too versed in Sub-Saharan
writing, whence the bulk of AWS materials
came from. Still, he caught up quick. This also
is a learning curve for him, and with this
workshop, his career has been steered towards
a path of clarity and more responsibility, not
only as a writer, but as an active player in this
generation of African writing.
Ikenna Okeh

My meeting of Stephen Embleton at the
Oxford, at first, seemed a causal social event.
But when he took the lecture session, reeling
and detailing artefacts of literature, it soon
turned to one of endearing follow up. And
given his recent antecedents, he's a worthy
fellow of the James Currey African Institute.
Idorenyin Akwaowo Amaunam
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Sound Bites
Thanking everyone involved for the
opportunity granted to me at the James Currey
Writing & Publishing Workshop. The
workshop was as expected, successful and
insightful throughout and so much was learnt.
It is important to thank Dr. Onyeka Nwelue
for making it possible and founding the James
Currey Society, Prof. James Currey, for his
thoughts, presence, impactful teachings and
the facilitator Stephen Embleton. Through the
workshop, we had basic, foundational and
complete guild needed as a writer, storyteller
or a filmmaker like myself, through exemplary
models established by aficionado scholars,
personnels and the African Writer’s Series
(AWS).
Many thanks to you all.
Mishael Maro Amos, 28Studios

The James Currey Writing and Publishing
Workshop which was presented by the James
Currey Society, in cooperation with the
University of Oxford's African Studies Center
happens to be one the best academic
fellowship that I've attended as a scholar.
The program gave detailed teaching into
Breaking of Literary Modules, Guide to Pitch,
The Journey of African Writing and Plotting
and Acts. James Currey Fellow, Steven
Embleton as a professional in the field of
literature used the simplest means, by
breaking down every topic simply and
concisely for quick understanding.
This fellowship may be short term but have
taught us a vast knowledge in the field of
literature which I am grateful for. Thanks to
the James Currey Society and the University of
Oxford, African Study Centre for this precious
opportunity. - Emmanuel Ikechukwu
Umeonyirioha
Emmanuel Ikechukwu Umeonyirioha
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The James Currey Society
Writing and Publishing
Workshop

he James Currey Society Writing and Publishing Workshop is instituted in cooperation with University
of Oxford’s African Studies Centre. This workshop, consisting of four half-day sessions is facilitated by the
serving James Currey Fellow to Oxford. The January-February workshop built on the unprecedented
legacy of the original African Writers Series and James Currey’s prolific contributions, which resulted in a
diversity of storytelling, themes of colonialism versus traditional beliefs (e,g, Achebe’s Things Fall Apart),
folk tales, oral storytelling and speculative approaches (e.g Samkange’s On Trial for my Country) emerge.
Stephen Embleton, the 2022 James Currey Fellow to Oxford, explored the role of African cosmologies,
storytelling traditions, African language translations and social movements as methods of decolonizing
writing and publishing of creative works in all literary forms. Though centering on African themes and
storytelling the workshop was open to all writers of fiction looking for a different perspective.
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The James Currey Prize
for African Literature
the

James Currey Prize

T

he James Currey Prize for African Literature is an annual award for the best unpublished work of fiction
written in English by any writer, set in Africa or on Africans in Africa or in Diaspora.
It was established in 2020 by Nigerian writer, filmmaker and publisher of Abibiman Publishing, Onyeka
Nwelue, in honor of James Currey, the leading publisher of academic books on Africa – dedicated to
distributing books about Africa in Africa.
The winner receives £1000. Nigerian writer, Ani Kayode Somtochukwu won the inaugural James Currey
Prize for African Literature in 2021 with his manuscript, And Then He Sang a Lullaby.
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The James Currey Fellowship
T

he James Currey Fellowship and residence in Oxford as Academic Visitor at the African
Studies Centre, University of Oxford is the brainchild of the James Currey Society, in
cooperation with African Studies Centre.
Being a member of the James Currey Society offers the fellow the chance to participate in both
academic and performative workshops held by leading publishers and authors. Members of the
James Currey Society undertake research projects about funding publishing and empowering
writers.

The James Currey Literary Festival
T

he James Currey Literary Festival is an annual event held in collaboration with the African
Study Centre at Oxford University, with the aim of sustaining within Afrocentric literary
consciousness, the contribution of James Currey’s life work in adding to the pool of
knowledge on African Studies. James Currey published a lot on African history, more than was
available when he studied history at Oxford. The James Currey Literary Festival intends to
annually bring together writers, illustrators, publishers and agents with interest in literature
from continental Africa and the Caribbean; places where James Currey’s publishing interests
and activities were focused on.
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Financial Times Weekend
Oxford Literary Festival

H

aving established itself as the biggest literary festival in England, the FT Weekend Oxford
Literary Festival has prided itself in offering a once in a lifetime experience for attendees and
participants of their annual event. The FT Weekend Oxford Literary Festival brings notable
authors to participate in sessions, offering their audiences the chance to interact with their
favourite writers in ways that go beyond the pages of their books. The James Currey Prize For
African Literature has proudly been recognised as a partner of the FT Weekend Oxford
Literary festival.

The Igbo Language Class at the
University of Oxford Language Centre.
T
he Language Centre at the University of Oxford is the hub for language learning in the
university, offering language courses to students and attendees. Through a partnership with
the James Currey Society, students are offered lessons in Igbo Language with the support of
the Language Centre.
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Oxford Nollywood
Film Festival
C

inema, as an art form, has risen to a position of importance both as a vehicle for disseminating
creative ideas and for promoting culture. The Nigerian film industry grew in recent times at a rate
that saw it occupy third place in the world in terms of size and output, after Bollywood and Hollywood. The Oxford Nollywood Festival is initiated in partnership with the James Currey Society to
annually celebrate artistic expression through cinema. It is the first of its kind in Oxford and is
intended to offer contemporary value to the body of ongoing work in the African Studies Centre.
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To join or support the James Currey Society and its
various literary innitiatives contact us on :
www.jamescurreysociety.co.uk
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